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Abstract
The paper presents a new fuzzy agreement measure γf for determining the agreement in multi-label and subjective annotation task. In
this annotation framework, one data item may belong to a category or a class with a belief value denoting the degree of confidence of an
annotator in assigning the data item to that category. We have provided a notion of disagreement based on the belief values provided by
the annotators with respect to a category. The fuzzy agreement measure γf has been proposed by defining different fuzzy agreement sets
based on the distribution of difference of belief values provided by the annotators. The fuzzy agreement has been computed by studying
the average agreement over all the data items and annotators. Finally, we elaborate on the computation γf measure with a case study on
emotion text data where a data item (sentence) may belong to more than one emotion category with varying belief values.

1. Introduction
Several coefficients of reliability (Artstein and Poesio.,
2008) for measuring agreement among the annotators are
available and they have widely been used in measuring reli-
ability of different annotation tasks. These reliability mea-
sures consider judgements that classify a data item into a
single category out of a set of predefined categories. For
example, the parts of speech (POS) of a word in a sentence
may be one of the discrete categories like noun, pronoun,
verb, adverb, adjective, etc. There is no uncertainty in-
volved in this kind of judgement process. But there are a
number of domains where the judgement processes are am-
biguous and one annotator may assign a data item to differ-
ent categories with different degrees of belief or certainty.
For example, one text segment may evoke multiple emo-
tions in a reader’s mind. As the emotion is subjective en-
tity, different emotions may be evoked with different levels
of intensity.
This kind of subjective and multi-label annotation task can
be formally stated as follows:

Definition 1 Let X be the domain of data instances and let
Y be the set of discrete classes considered in an annotation
task. The annotation or judgment task J is defined as J :

X −→
−→
Y where

−→
Y is a vector and the kth element yk (k =

1, 2, . . . , |Y |) of
−→
Y can take a value from the range [0,1].

The value of element yk refers to the strength of belief or
confidence of the annotator in labeling the data item with
kth label.

In this work, we aim at measuring reliability of emotion
annotation with a proposed agreement measure considering
the classification process to be multi-label and subjective in
nature. The agreement measure function is represented as
follows:

γ = f(J1, J2, . . . , JN ), γ ∈ [0, 1]

where Ji is the annotation provided by the ith annotator and
N is the number of annotators.

2. Related Works
Different coefficients of agreement have been proposed and
widely been used in reliability assessment in different do-
mains. One of the most popular among these is perhaps the
Kappa coefficient introduced by Cohen (Cohen, 1960) for
measurement of agreement in nominal scale. The Kappa
coefficient measures the proportion of observed agreement
over the agreement by chance and the maximum agree-
ment attainable over chance agreement considering pair-
wise agreement. Later Fleiss (Fleiss, 1981) proposed an
extension to measure agreement in ordinal scale data.
Cohen’s Kappa has been widely used in various research
areas. Because of its simplicity and robustness, it has be-
come a popular approach for agreement measurement in the
area of software quality control (Park and Jung, 2003), ge-
ographical informatics (Hagen, 2003), medical (Hripcsak
and Heitjan, 2002), and many more domains.
There are other variants of Kappa like agreement mea-
sures (Carletta, 1996). Scott’s π (Scott, 1955) was intro-
duced to measure agreement in sample survey research.
Kappa and π measures differ in the way they determine the
chance related agreements. Scott’s π assumes the distribu-
tion of proportions over categories to be same for all the
coders. But Cohen’s Kappa treats the individual coder dis-
tributions separately.
One of the drawbacks of π and Kappa like coefficients is
that they do not consider the fact that inter-class ambiguity
may widely vary over different class pairs. Krippendorff’s
α (Krippendorff, 1980) is a reliability measure which treats
different kind of disagreements separately by introducing a
notion of distance between two categories. It offers a way
to measure agreement in nominal, interval, ordinal and ratio
scale data..
The above mentioned reliability coefficients cannot be ap-
plied to measure agreement in multi-label and subjective
annotation tasks mentioned before. To deal with agreement
in subjective annotation, Dou et. al. (Dou et al., 2007) pro-
posed an agreement measure between two fuzzy classifiers,
where the fuzzy agreement function for two classifications
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considers the fuzzy min composition (Ross, 1997) of the
membership values of a data item. The observed agreement
is the average fuzzy agreement over all the data items. The
expected agreement is computed by using the probability
distributions of the membership values and the fuzzy agree-
ment function. Although, this work is relevant in compar-
ing the fuzzy classification process, it has some limitations
as listed below.

• Agreement measurement is limited to only two anno-
tators.

• Min composition has been used in the agreement func-
tion which may be applicable to fuzzy classifiers. But,
in judgements provided by the human judges, the
membership assignment process is subjective in na-
ture. Using Max or Min composition in agreement
function introduces a bias towards an annotator in an
annotator pair. The annotator with smaller member-
ship value will be rewarded for Max composition and
the annotator with higher membership value will be
penalized for Min composition.

3. Emotion Text Corpus Annotation
The emotion text corpus collected by us consists of 1000
sentences extracted from Times of India news paper archive.
The sentences were collected from headlines as well as arti-
cles belonging to political, social, sports and entertainment
domain.
The annotation scheme considers the following points:

• Our annotation scheme considers six basic emotions,
namely, Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happiness, Sadness,
and Surprise as specified by Ekman (Ekman et al.,
1982).

• A sentence may trigger multiple emotions simultane-
ously. So, one annotator may classify a sentence to
more than one emotion category.

• An annotator may assign belief value while assign-
ing a sentence into an emotion category. This belief
value reflects the extent to which the concerned sen-
tence triggers a particular emotion. The range of the
belief value is in [0, 1] with intervals of 0.1.

Five human judges with the same social background par-
ticipated in the study, assigning emotion categories to sen-
tences independently of one another. The annotators were
provided with the annotation instructions and they were
trained with some sentences not belonging to the corpus.
An example annotation is provided in Table 1.
Distribution of the sentences across the emotion categories
for the five judges is given in Figure 1.

4. Fuzzy Agreement Measure (γf )
The proposed fuzzy agreement measure γf is defined with
notion of disagreement. As discussed earlier, the annotators
not only categorizes a data item into a number of classes but
also provide a belief or confidence value against each class.
The annotators are said to perfectly agree if the difference
between the belief values is zero.

Figure 1: Distribution of sentences for five judges.

4.1. Notion of Disagreement
For a single category and annotator pair, we define a dis-
agreement function (d), which yields the disagreement
between an annotator pair in providing subjective values
against a particular class for a data item. Following points
have been considered while defining the function.

• The disagreement value is proportional to the absolute
difference between the values provided by the annota-
tors.

• High belief value against one class for a data item by
an annotator indicates that the annotator assigns the
data item into the class with high confidence, whereas,
the assignment of low belief value signify that the
data item belongs to the class with low confidence.
Disagreement at higher belief values thus should con-
tribute more to the disagreement function as compared
to the disagreement at lower values.

Accordingly, the normalized disagreement function, d, for
a <data item, annotator pair, class> triplet is given by

α = d(x, y) =| x− y | (1 + emax(x,y)) (1)

Here x and y are the belief values of a data item provided
against a class by two annotators. Lower the α value, better
is the agreement. Notice that, α value ranges from 0 to
3.72. The value of α becomes 0 when both the annotators
provide the same belief value. The value of α is maximum
(3.72) when one annotator provides 0 and the other assigns
1.

4.2. Determining Fuzzy Agreement Functions
After obtaining the disagreement values, they are parti-
tioned into several clusters using k-means clustering algo-
rithm such that each partition contains disagreement val-
ues which are close. To obtain optimal number of clus-
ters, we adopt a silhouette based cluster validity mea-
sure (Rousseeuw, 1987).
Let M be the set of cluster centers after optimal clustering
of the α values. Each data point in these clusters is an en-
try for the triplet <data item, annotator pair, class>. The
clusters can be ordered according to the values of their re-
spective cluster centers. The triplets belonging to the clus-
ter with lower cluster center value are better agreed upon
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Sentence Anger Disgust Fear Happy Sad Surprise
The four terrorists in the Taj Mahal hotel
have killed virtually anyone and every-
one they saw.

0 0 0.9 0 0.6 0

Table 1: An example annotation.

than the other clusters. To incorporate this ordering, rela-
tive weights are assigned to each cluster. The weight for
ith cluster Ci is assigned based on its relative ordering with
respect to the lowest disagreement value (α0 = 0). The
weight for cluster Ci is given by

wi =
1− |α0 −Mi|∑I
j=1 1− |α0 −Mj |

(2)

where I is the number of clusters and Mi is the center of
cluster Ci.

Depending on the distribution of the α values different
number of fuzzy agreement sets (FAS) can be defined. The
left most interval contains the lower α values (i.e., triplets
with higher agreement) and the other intervals with increas-
ing cluster center values contains triplets with lower agree-
ment. We designate the fuzzy agreement set residing at
the left-most interval as the High Agreement Set (HAS) and
those residing at the other remaining intervals are termed
as Low Agreement Set (LAS). The membership of a triplet
in HAS and LASs are determined with a Z-function and π-
functions respectively. We augment the list of cluster cen-
ters with minimum and maximum values of α to derive the
parameters of the fuzzy functions. The augmented list (L)
can be expressed as follows.

L = {min(α),M1,M2, ...,MI ,max(α)}

Next we fit membership functions to these intervals, as de-
scribed below.

4.3. Assignment of Fuzzy Membership Functions

We assign membership function to each interval. The mem-
bership value of an α value within an interval is the degree
of belongingness of that value to this interval. The mem-
bership value is highest (1.0) for the center of an interval.
An example of membership functions for four intervals is
shown in Figure 2. The left-most interval is assigned with a
Z-function and the remaining intervals are assigned with π-
functions. The assignment of fuzzy membership functions
to the HAS and the LAS’s are as follows.

• HAS membership function: First, we consider the case
of left-most interval. In this case, the interval center
M1 is bounded by 0 and M2. The points belonging
to the range [0 M1] possess the highest membership
value (1.0) and the lowest membership point is located
at M2. The membership function for this interval is

Figure 2: Example of the membership functions for fuzzy
agreement sets. M1,M2,M3 and M4 are the cluster cen-
ters.

represented with a Z-function and is given by

Z(u; a, b, c) =


1− 2

(
(u−a)
(c−a)

)2

if a ≤ u < b

2
(

(u−c)
c−a

)2

if b ≤ u < c

1 if u < a

0 if u > c
(3)

The membership function µh for the left-most interval
is given by

µh(α) = Z(α; 0,M1,M2) (4)

• LAS membership function: The LAS’s are located in
the remaining intervals. The membership functions for
these intervals are represented using different π func-
tions. An interval center Mi is bounded by its left in-
terval center Mi−1 and its right interval center Mi+1.
The highest membership value occurs at Mi and low-
est membership value is at Mi−1 and Mi+1. The
membership function µl is represented by π function
and the π function is a combination of an S-Function
bounded by Mi−1 and Mi and a Z-function bounded
by Mi and Mi+1. The S-function is given by

S(u; a, b, c) =


2
(

(u−a)
c−a

)2

if a ≤ u < b

1− 2
(

(u−c)
c−a

)2

if b ≤ u < c

0 if u < a

1 if u > c

(5)
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The membership function for interval centered at Mi

is given by

µl(α) =

{
S(α;Mi−1,

(Mi+Mi−1)
2 ,Mi) if Mi−1 ≤ α ≤ Mi

Z(α;Mi,
(Mi+1+Mi)

2 ,Mi+1) if Mi < α ≤ Mi+1

(6)

4.4. Computation of Fuzzy Agreement Measure
The agreement function takes the judgement or annotation
matrices (J) as parameter. The ith annotation matrix is rep-
resented as follows.

Ji =


xi
11 x

i
12 . . . xi

1K

xi
21 x

i
22 . . . xi

2K

. . .

. . .
xi
D1 x

i
D2 . . . xi

DK


D×K

where xi
dk is the value provided by ith annotator against

class k for data item d, D and K be the number of data
items and classes respectively. The determination of the
fuzzy agreement over the data set involves the following
steps.

i) Let V be the set of annotator pairs. For each <
v, d, k > triplet (v ∈ V) we compute α value with be-
lief values xi

dk and xj
dk (considering the annotator pair

v consisting of ith and jth annotators) using Equa-

tion 1. In this step, we obtain
(
N

2

)
matrices consist-

ing of α values. The matrix for pair v is given below.

Xv =


αv
11 α

v
12 . . . αv

1K

αv
21 α

v
22 . . . αv

2K

. . .

. . .
αv
D1 α

v
D2 . . . αv

DK


D×K

where αv
dk is the alpha value for < v, d, k > triplet.

ii) The α values obtained for all < v, d, k > triplets
stored in the Xv’s (v ∈ V) are clustered using k-means
clustering algorithm to obtain optimal number of inter-
vals in the range of α.

iii) The membership values of α in the fuzzy agreement
sets are computed for each < v, d, k > triplet. In this
step, for each annotator pair v, we obtain one member-
ship matrix for HAS and one or more than one LAS
which are of the following form.

H =


µh
11 µ

h
12 . . . µh

1K

µh
21 µ

h
22 . . . µh

2K

. . .

. . .
µh
D1 µ

h
D2 . . . µh

DK


D×K

Li =


µl
11 µ

l
12 . . . µl

1K

µl
21 µ

l
22 . . . µl

2K

. . .

. . .
µl
D1 µ

l
D2 . . . µl

DK


D×K

iv) The agreement matrix (Av) for an annotator pair v is
obtained by applying element wise weighted fuzzy ag-
gregation on the obtained fuzzy agreement sets. This
aggregation operation can be represented as presented
below.

Av = ⊗(wh, wl
1, w

l
2, . . . , w

l
q;H,L1,L2, . . . ,Lq)

(7)
where there are q = I − 1 number of LAS’s. The
weights are computed using Equation 2. The weighted
fuzzy aggregation technique proposed by Cron and
Dubuisson (Cron and Dubuisson, 1998) has been used
for elementwise fuzzy aggregation computation. For
any triplet, the aggregation operation is given by

g(wh,wl
1,w

l
2,...,w

l
q)
(µh, µl

1, µ
l
2, . . . , µ

l
q) (8)

v) The average agreement value for each < d, k > pair
is obtained by aggregating the agreement values for all
the annotator pairs for class k and data item d. The ag-
gregation operation is performed on Av matrices for
all the annotator pairs by means of fuzzy conjunction
operator (

∩
) applied on every element as below.

A∗ =

|V|∩
v=1

Av (9)

This step produces a D ×K matrix A∗ of agreement
values.

vi) Each row vector of an A∗ matrix is a point in the K-
dimensional space. The points are said to exhibit sim-
ilar agreement pattern if they are close to each other in
this K dimension space. The K dimensional row vec-
tors of the A∗ matrix are clustered into groups of data
points with similar agreement patterns using k-means
clustering algorithm.

vii) Distance from a cluster center to the lowest agreement
point in the K dimension space signifies the average
agreement value for the data points belonging to that
cluster. The lowest agreement point (O) has the co-
ordinate values as zero.

The average agreement is computed by calculating the
average of the Euclidean distances from the lowest
agreement point to the cluster centers. So the fuzzy
agreement (γf ) is given by

γf =
1

I

( I∑
i=1

e(Ci, O)
)

(10)

where Ci is the center of the ith cluster and e is the
Euclidean distance between two points.

5. Measuring Reliability of Emotion
Annotation through γf

We followed the steps outlined in Section 4.4. to compute
the fuzzy agreement for the emotion text data. Following
observations are made during the computation of the fuzzy
agreement.
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• α Values: The α values are computed using Equa-
tion 1. The α value ranges from 0 to 3.72 which is
the maximum range possible. The distribution of α
values are depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Distribution of α values.

• Interval Selection: The α values are clustered using k-
means algorithm and the optimal number of clusters is
two. The centers of the clusters are given by

M = {0.04, 1.14} (11)

• Membership Function Assignment: As there are two
intervals, the number of fuzzy functions are two. The
left-most membership function which is the HAS, is
a Z-function with parameters a = 0, b = 0.04 and c =
1.14. The second function is the LAS represented by
a π-Function with parameters a = 0.04, b = 1.14 and
c = 3.72. The membership functions are depicted in
Figure 4.

• Weights of Fuzzy Sets: The weights for HAS and LAS
are computed to be 0.70 and 0.30 respectively.

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
0

0.2

0.4
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µ(
α) High Agreement

Low Agreement

M
1

M
2 α

max

Figure 4: Membership functions for emotion data.

• Clustering of Aggregated Data: Here, we also ap-
plied silhouette measure based optimal cluster selec-
tion approach to determine the number of optimal
clusters where each cluster represents a pattern of sim-
ilar agreement values across the emotion categories.
We obtain three optimal clusters. The centers of the
clusters are given in Table 2. The scatter plot of clus-
ters in disgust-fear-sadness dimension is shown in Fig-
ure 5.
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Figure 5: Scatter plot the clusters of data points in disgust-
fear-sadness dimension

• fuzzy Agreement Value: The fuzzy agreement value
(γf ) is the average of the distances between the clus-
ter centers and the lowest agreement point using Equa-
tion 10. γf is computed to be 0.86. The computed γf
value signifies that the agreement is good for the emo-
tion annotation task considered in this study.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a fuzzy measure for de-
termining agreement in multi-label and subjective emotion
data. The proposed measures are generalizations over π and
κ like measures where the classification process considers
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Cluster Anger Disgust Fear Happiness Sadness Surprise
C1 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.65 0.90 0.93
C2 0.92 0.94 0.41 0.96 0.69 0.93
C3 0.85 0.41 0.93 0.95 0.83 0.94

Table 2: Centers of the clusters of aggregated data.

that a data item may either belong to a class or does not. So,
the belief values provided for a data item in a class is either
0 or 1 which is specialization of the case where a data item
may have any belief value within [0 1] range. The proposed
agreement measure has been applied in emotion annotation
task where one data item may be assigned to multiple cat-
egories with subjective belief value. The agreement value
was computed to be 0.86.
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